AKVIS Enhancer
Enhance the quality of RAW and common images with this intuitive
application that allows you to adjust shadows, saturation and highlights
Some of the most widely employed file formats today are pictures. From RAW formats handled
by professionals to common PNGs or JPGs, one can hardly find a computer today that does not
store at least a couple of such items. AKVIS Enhancer is a tool devised especially for users of
such documents, as it allows them to improve the quality of source items by making quick
adjustments.

Features three tools to improve the quality of images
Specifically, it can correct shadow to light ratios, thus intensifying color transitions, as well as
increase the sharpness of image borders. The tool comes with three similar, but not identical
tools, “Improve detail”, “Prepress”, and “Tone Correction” that can be employed to make various
quick adjustments to images.
These components use different algorithms to target specific parameters and one of the great
features of the program is that users can apply all three tools to improve results. For example,
one can adjust light levels to reveal 'hidden' photo details, as well as alter the gradient contrast
to enhance the overall quality.

Load most common standard and professional files
Other options include the ability to adjust highlights or shadows, as well as change standard
brightness, contrast, and saturation parameters.
The program can load and process most common images, such as JPGs, PNGs, BMPs or
TIFFs, but also specialized Canon, Panasonic, Olympus, Nikon or Kodak RAW formats. This
setup ensures the utility caters both to professional, as well as more basic needs.

A highly practical program for lightweight, but essential picture
enhancements
To conclude, AKVIS Enhancer is a lightweight tool for users who regularly find themselves
making minor adjustments to either RAW or common images. With it, one can adjust light or
shadow parameters to improve details, as well as enhance the overall impression of a source
file by correcting the gamma or brightness.
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